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Adventure Canada specializes in remarkable 

group travel experiences. We thank you for choosing to travel 

with us. We know as travelers there is a footprint from our 

activities that has an impact on the same places we love to 

visit.  

In 2016 we’ve made the decision to mitigate our carbon 

footprint in an effective, hands-on manner. We are delighted 

to support the Fly It Forward program and share it with you.  

Fly it Forward is a carbon-neutral program specifically 

designed to help businesses and independent travelers offset 

their carbon footprint. Fly It Forward directly supports the 

Groundswell Network, an internationally recognized 

community greenhouse project.  

With proceeds from Fly It 

Forward, Groundswell works with youth, communities, 

governments and companies through applied demonstration 

projects in renewable energy, water conservation, local food 

production, waste management, green building, and training 

institutes in an effort to make our communities more 

sustainable. We’re thrilled to be Fly it Forward’s first 

corporate partner and proud to have all of our employees on 

the Fly it Forward program. 

 

We invite you to consider becoming a member of this 

innovative approach. If you would like to explore your 

options for offsetting the flight portion of your Adventure 

Canada expedition, please take a moment to visit the Fly It 

Forward website: http://groundswellnetwork.ca/fly-it-

forward  

 

You will have the opportunity to input the number of 

kilometres travelled by air for your expedition. The dollar 

value is calculated at a ratio of $3.50 for each 1000 

kilometres flown. In order to assist you with your carbon 

offset we have outlined the kilometres travelled to our 

embarkation and disembarkation points. You simply add 

these to any additional travel you may have to and from your 

home for your total kilometres travelled. The calculator on 

the Fly it Forward website will do the rest. Don’t forget to 

mention that you learned about Fly it Forward through 

Adventure Canada!
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